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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 479, Sunday December 6, 2015
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Announcement Clues
After dithering for weeks on just what caused the Russian A321 plane to explode over the Sinai Peninsula, Putin
declared it was a bomb. Why the sudden certainty? An excuse was needed to allow Putin to enter into the battle with
ISIS, as ISIS was causing chaos in Europe, and threatening to further delay the announcement admitting the truth
about Nibiru.

Putin vows Payback after Confirmation of Egypt Plane Bomb
November 17, 2015
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/11/17/us-egypt-crash-russia-blast
President Vladimir Putin vowed to hunt down those responsible for blowing up a Russian airliner over Egypt and
intensified air strikes against militants in Syria, after the Kremlin concluded a bomb had destroyed the plane last month,
killing 224 people.
G20 vows Joint Security Steps after Paris Attacks; no new Strategy on Syria
November 16, 2015
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/11/16/us-g20-turkey
World leaders vowed tighter border controls, more intelligence sharing and a crackdown on terrorist financing after the
Paris attacks, but there was little sign at a summit on Monday of a dramatic shift in strategy against Islamic State in
Syria. G20 leaders agreed to step up border controls and aviation security, in a joint statement that marked a rare
departure from their usual focus on the global economy.
ZetaTalk Insight 11/21/2015: Putin is using the downing of the Russian airliner A321 as an excuse to step up the pace
in the battle against ISIS. It is clear during the G20 that Putin and Obama had heads together in a private chat. Both
Putin and Obama are prepared to participate in the announce admitting the pending passage of Nibiru, and want ISIS
put to rest before then. Given the state of the planet, with the wobble and Earth changes such as earthquakes and EMP
affecting both man and his machinery increasing regularly, at what point are matters at rest enough for the
announcement to have a safe place? There will be no such quiet time, no point when migrant distress or sociological
restlessness has gone to sleep. No point when the crops are in and panic in the public will not increase the food
shortages. Rioting will be on the increase. Demands from all quarters, the “have-nots” making demands on the “haves”,
the threat of having a corrupt or short sighted nominee about to become President in the US. All will only increase. In
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short, the announcement team should just do it, without further delay.
Note the clue in the Zeta response, that Putin and Obama are “prepared to participate in the announcement”. Not lead?
Not start the process? What can this mean? We had some clues earlier when there were Social Media Outages with
the Zeta explanation that social media would have a role during the announcement. Could Anonymous have a role?
Anonymous was suddenly on the stage with a hack of 20,000 ISIS twitter accounts. They have phenomenal success.
Per the Zetas, they are working with the Council of Worlds on the war against the cover-up.

‘You’re a Virus, We’re the Cure’: Anonymous Takes Down 20,000 ISIS Twitter Accounts
November 20, 2015
https://www.rt.com/news/322792-anonymous-isis-accounts-attacks/
The international hacking group Anonymous claims to have taken down 20,000 Islamic State-linked Twitter accounts as
it wages “total war” against the terrorist organization. Their #OpParis operation is in revenge for the deadly attacks on
November 13. While Russia, French and US bombers are targeting Islamic State (formerly ISIS/ISIL) positions from the
sky, Anonymous are carrying out their very own devastating campaign against the terrorist organization. They are using
computer code rather than high-powered weapons and say the hacktivist group has built tools that “might be better than
any world government's tools to combat ISIS online.”
ZetaTalk Insight 11/28/2015: Is Anonymous acting under the auspices of the Council of Worlds? They are indeed, hand
in hand so to speak, team members, and given protection by the Council too. To qualify, the top leaders and those in
control of the actions that Anonymous takes must be highly Service-to-Other, battle hardened and trustworthy.
Individuals who do not qualify are simply not accepted into the organization, regardless of claims that might be made by
braggarts. There are also contactees, highly Service-to-Other individuals, who assist during campaigns but do not know
consciously that they are part of anonymous. The network, thus, is utterly off the books. Will they have a role during the
coming announcement? Without a doubt.
ZetaTalk Statement 12/13/2014: Since the Council of Worlds went to war with the cover-up, the Sonny hack occurred,
with the FBI still not able to discern who the perpetrators are. The group making claims, the Guardians of Peace, is
working at the hands of the Council of Worlds, and is being assisted by angels, thus.
And what of the Pope’s recent comments on the Apocalypse? Unlike his statements a year earlier, these seemed very
specific, even mentioning "cosmic cataclysms". Per the Zetas, the Pope feels the announcement is so very close that
he may not get another chance to command the stage.
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Pope Francis Tells Christians “Prepare for the Apocalypse”
November 17, 2015
http://yournewswire.com/pope-francis-tells-christians-prepare-for-the-apocalypse/
Commenting on Sunday’s Scripture readings, the Pope said that Jesus’ preaching about the end of the world contains
“apocalyptic elements, like war, famine, and cosmic catastrophes. In those days,” Francis repeated, “the sun will be
darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will be falling from the sky, and the powers in the heavens
will be shaken.”
After Paris, Pope Francis Tells Christians to Be Ready for the End of the World
November 15, 2015
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/15/paris-pope-francis-tells-christians
Two days after the horrendous jihadist attacks in Paris, Pope Francis preached about the “end times,” encouraging his
hearers to be vigilant and ready at any moment to meet God face to face.
Pope Francis Says Apocalypse Inevitable but Assures a Better Earth for Humanity
November 29, 2014
http://www.ibtimes.co.in/pope-francis-says-apocalypse-inevitable-assures-better-earth
Pope Francis, the leader of 1.2 billion Roman Catholics around the world, talked about the Apocalypse in his
Thanksgiving Day address at St. Peter's Square. The Christian leader said that the end of the world was inevitable
because there was so much sin, adding that questions about the Apocalypse were ancient. The thought of the world
"passing away" had travelled down through ages and though the Church knew no answers to when it shall happen, he
confirmed that an end was unavoidable. The Pope also added that the apocalypse will not be the end; it will rather be a
"transformation" to a new, more beautiful universe.
ZetaTalk Insight 11/28/2015: There is a distinct change in the speech on the Apocalypse that Pope Francis gave in
November, 2014 and the most recent speech in November, 2015. In 2014 he referred to the Apocalypse in vague
terms, a time when mankind’s world full of sin and travails will pass away but the world will “transform” into a better
place. This is of course the Transformation we have referred to within ZetaTalk, which is ongoing now as the Service-toSelf are steadily removed from the Earth and only those firmly in the Service-to-Other are allowed to remain and
reincarnate on Earth.
In 2015 he referenced “cosmic catastrophe”, the Sun being darkened, the Moon likewise darkened. This is of course the
time when the vast debris filled tail of Nibiru stands between the Earth and the Sun, during the Last Weeks. The
reference to stars falling from the sky is the hour of the crustal shift, where all in the skies above will be in motion, and
also debris in the tail of Nibiru plunging through the atmosphere, alit, as bolides. As we have regularly emphasized, the
date is not to be known by man, and the Pope emphasized that too in 2015. Live in the moment and prepare to meet
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your maker, is the message.
Why has the Pope switched to being specific in his advice to the masses? What changed during the year between
2014 and 2015? The announcement will not be delayed another year. He knows this. He also knows that when the
announcement happens, the noise from many elements may drown out his words, his chance to influence the masses.
There will be opportunists clamoring to lead and control those in panic, migrants moving in all directions seeking to
reach what they presume to be safe ground or a promised land. Most of this activity will be under false leadership,
looking to grab the stage for self-aggrandizement or personal profit. Thus, Pope Francis speaks now, before the
announcement but close enough to that moment that his words will be remembered.

Turkey the Villain
Turkey is a NATO member but is hardly acting in concert with NATO. They are supporting ISIS in many ways –
smuggling them arms, brokering stolen oil, and attacking the Kurds who are effectively battling ISIS. With friends like
this, who needs enemies? The most damning claim is that Erdogan’s son is in charge of brokering stolen Syrian and
Iraqi oil, passing the profits back to ISIS.

‘Commercial Scale’ Oil Smuggling into Turkey Becomes Priority Target of Anti-ISIS Strikes
November 27, 2015
https://www.rt.com/news/323603-isis-oil-smuggling-turkey/
Islamic State’s daring and impudent oil smuggling into Turkey should become a high-priority target in order to cripple
the terrorist group, President Putin said, backed by French President Francois Hollande. Both agree that the source of
terrorist financing must be hit first and foremost. “Vehicles, carrying oil, lined up in a chain going beyond the horizon,”
said Putin, reminding the press that the scale of the issue was discussed at the G20 summit in Antalya earlier this
month, where the Russian leader demonstrated reconnaissance footage taken by Russian pilots. The views resemble a
“living oil pipe” stretched from ISIS and rebel controlled areas of Syria into Turkey. “Day and night they are going to
Turkey. Trucks always go there loaded, and back from there – empty.” Russian airplanes have destroyed over 1,000
ISIS tankers with crude oil in the last five days. Sukhoi Su-34 bombers also hit a terrorist-controlled oil refinery some 50
kilometers south of Raqqa, the unrecognized capital of the Islamic State terrorists.
The Most Important Question about ISIS that Nobody is Asking
November 19, 2015
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-11-19/most-important-question-about-isis-nobody-asking
By selling the oil on the black market at a discounted price of $40 per barrel (compared to about $93 per barrel in the
free market), ISIS takes in $3.2 million a day.
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In the Fight Against ISIS, Russia Ain't Taking No Prisoners
November 18, 2015
http://russia-insider.com/en/fight-against-isis-russia-aint-taking-no-prisoners/ri11296
Turkish Socialist party member Gursel Tekin has established that Daesh’s smuggled oil is exported to Turkey by BMZ,
a shipping company controlled by none other than Bilal Erdogan, son of “Sultan” Erdogan.
Meet the Man who Funds ISIS: Bilal Erdogan, the Son of Turkey’s President
November 26, 2015
http://www.infowars.com/meet-the-man-who-funds-isis-bilal-erdogan-the-son-of-turkeys-president/
Turkey is either not fighting ISIL at all or very little, and does not interfere with different types of smuggling that takes
place on its border, be it oil, phosphate, cotton or people. One name keeps popping up as the primary culprit of regional
demand for the Islamic State’s “terrorist oil” – that of Turkish president Recep Erdogan’s son: Bilal Erdogan.
And there is the matter of Turkey smuggling weapons to ISIS. Per the Zetas, the increased threat that ISIS presents to
the world has forced this issue into the open. Turkey’s actions will no longer be allowed.
Turkish Newspaper Editor in Court for 'Espionage' after Revealing Weapon Convoy to Syrian Militants
November 26, 2015
https://www.rt.com/news/323557-turkey-arrests-editor-cumhuriyet/
A Turkish prosecutor asked a court to imprison the editor-in-chief of Cumhuriyet newspaper pending trial for espionage
and treason. In May, the outlet published photos of weapons it said were then transferred to Syria by Turkey’s
intelligence agency.
Flashback: Turkey’s Prime Minister Caught Arming ISIS
November 24, 2015
http://www.infowars.com/flashback-turkeys-prime-minister-caught-arming-isis/
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu ordered a media blackout after the military’s Gendarmerie General Command
discovered around 50 rockets, 35 crates of ammunition, including mortar rounds, and Douchka anti-aircraft ammunition
hidden inside Syria-bound trucks operated by Turkey’s intelligence agency.
ZetaTalk Comment 11/28/2015: This border clash was almost inevitable given the differing alliances in the region. The
US and NATO are bound by old treaties, old allies, as is Russia. The US had until recently been trying to assist an
overthrow of the Syria dictator, Assad, because Netanyahu resented him for his support of Palestinians. But the Syrian
rebels joined with ISIS and the US stopped arming them. Russia, France, and the US have lately been a coalition
against ISIS. Enter Turkey. The Kurds, a Turkish minority, have been the most effective boots on the ground fighting
force against ISIS. Erdogan stole the last election and resents the rising Kurdish minority in Turkey. The Erdogan
family has been profiting from acting as a broker for ISIS oil trucked into Turkey from Syria and Iraq. The US had been
looking the other way as they have a base in Turkey, a NATO member, and did not want yet another fight among allies.
Russia has entered the fray against ISIS, aggressively attacking them on all fronts. Turkey expected their oil profits to
continue.
Conflicting alliances abound! Russia is allied with Syria and Iran. The US is allied with Saudi Arabia, Israel, NATO, and
the Kurds. And Turkey is allied with ISIS and, supposedly, with NATO and the US, providing an airbase for the US
during their attacks against ISIS. And in all of this, the Sunni and Shia Muslim sect differences, no small matter.
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Obama has been hamstrung by the US treaties and alliances with Israel and NATO/Turkey. For instance, the US
funding of anti-Syria rebels can be traced back to Syria’s support for the Palestinians. That’s his crime - Netanyahu
does not like him.
Israeli Position on Syrian Conflict
http://middleeast.about.com/od/israel/a/Israeli-Position-On-Syrian-Conflict.htm
Hostility between Syria and Israel goes back to the countries’ creation in the late 1940, driven by Syria’s support for the
Palestinian resistance against the new Jewish state.
Then the US backed rebels in Syria joined with ISIS, which has been threatening Europe and the US, and sending
droves of refugees pouring into Europe. For instance, Turkey considers the Kurds to themselves be terrorists, as the
Kurds want their own nation state and within Turkey, do not tend to vote with Erdogan.
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Double Dealing Tyrant who's Sabotaging the West's Battle to Crush ISIS
November 27, 2015
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3335819/Double-dealing-tyrant
The truth is that Turkey’s planes have aimed their missiles almost exclusively at the one army which poses a real threat
to ISIS, and has won countless battlefield victories against them — the Kurdish PKK forces inside Syria. The trouble is
that Erdogan, who has spent years ruthlessly concentrating power into his own hands, considers the Kurds an even
greater threat to his nation than ISIS. A fifth of Turkey’s 75 million people are Kurds who, along with fellow Kurds in
Syria, Iran and Iraq, want to form their own country, with a population of some 40 million. Erdogan sees this plan for a
Kurdish nation as a mortal threat to Turkey and will take any opportunity to attack those behind it.
Is Turkey on the Path to Restoring the Ottoman Empire?
July 31, 2015
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-07-31/turkey-path-restoring-ottoman-empire
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s push to consolidate his power by transforming the country into a presidential
republic was derailed last month when the pro-Kurdish HDP won 13% of the vote.
Enter the Turkey shootdown of a Russian fighter jet. Turkey claimed the jet trespassed on its territory, crossing a 2 mile
border during a 17 second period. Turkey provided their claim showing the offending flight path.
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Turkey claimed they did not know it was a Russian plane, but the jet was clearly marked. Turkey claimed they gave
repeated warnings on the radio but the Russian’s stated no warnings were given. And to add to the illogic of the Turkey
claim, for the jet to have taken 17 seconds to cross a 2 mile stretch, it would have had to be going a stall speed. The
Russian flight path was at odds to the one that had been presented by Turkey. The jet crashed in Syria, not in Turkey.

17 Seconds that Changed the World
November 24, 2015
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-11-24/17-seconds-changed-world
It was the first time a NATO member had engaged a Russian or Soviet warplane in more than 60 years. Look at
Turkey's statement to UN: 1.15 miles / 17 seconds x 60 x 60 = 243 miles/hour = 391 km/hour. According to those
numbers, the Su-24 would have had to be flying at stall speed. The Su-24's max speed is 1,320 km/hour.
Downed in 17 Seconds? Where Turkey’s story of Su-24 Violating Airspace just doesn’t Add Up
November 25, 2015
https://www.rt.com/news/323369-turkey-downed-russian-jet/
Turkey claimed it had warned the bomber 10 times in five minutes before the F-16s fired air-to-air missiles. The Russian
military said that the Turkish F-16 jet that shot down the Russian warplane had entered Syrian airspace in order to
attack in an act that violated Syria’s sovereignty.
Now what? Per the Zetas, Russia will retaliate beyond the light economic slaps quickly imposed. Turkey needs Russian
oil and gas, and became a partner with Russia recently to build a new gas pipeline through Turkey to southern Europe,
bypassing the troublesome Ukraine. This construction is likely to stop, and the price of Russian oil and gas may
increase. Meanwhile, buying oil on the cheap from ISIS will stop!
ZetaTalk Comment 11/28/2015: This has now become a disaster for Turkey. NATO and the US will, as expected, stand
with Turkey at least publicly, proclaiming a border violation. Privately Turkey is being scolded. Turkey is wrong on all
counts, and this is obvious to the world. But what is worse for Turkey is the turn of events in their relationship with
Russia. Russia had recently begun construction of a gas pipeline to Europe through Turkey, because of the conflict in
the Ukraine. This will now halt. With Russia increasingly a presence in Syria, destroying ISIS, oil from Syria and Iraq will
now be limited. The illegal oil via ISIS will stop. Turkey has suddenly become an oil and gas pauper!

Nibiru Visibility
Nibiru has been visible almost daily on an Italian webcam, at sundown, as documented on this Pole Shift ning blog. This
dramatic confirmation even regularly showed the double helix shape of Nibiru and its two dominant Moon Swirls. This
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was last covered in this newsletter in Issue 440 on March 8, 2015. Now this same Nibiru complex is showing up on yet
another European webcam, in France,
the Layeux-sur-Mer cam, when it is not cloud covered.
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